FURLA

2016 Optical Collection

A synonym of style and all-Italian quality the world over, Furla has made a name for itself with its “Italian
lifestyle”, which expresses all of its joyful and contemporary essence in the new eyewear collection. This
urban-chic line of eyewear, rich in elements that revoke Furla handbags, has been developed following an
attentive study of colours and materials. Metal bars, leather inserts, light spots and an ample palette of 19
colours are the characteristic elements of these new styles, where acetate reigns supreme.

VU4993 col. P79
Plays of colour and transparency mark these
acetate frames. The crystal effect on the front piece
emphasises the “colour cube” work on the temples;
a technique that has been exclusively developed by
Furla for three different optical styles from the 2016
collection, consisting in a combination of small cubes
in various colours.

VFU004 col. 9DL
This dove grey acetate frame features a transparent
effect on the front piece and solid coloured temples.
The customised leather insert on the external side of
the hinge creates a charming contrast, both in terms
of material and colour; a lime green touch that is also
echoed on the temple tips.

VU4992 col. 743
The metal bar on the temples unmistakably draw
inspiration from the fastening on Furla’s “Cherie”
clutch, with this being further evoked by the irregular
form of the temples in this acetate model featuring
tortoiseshell and coral hues.

FLASH SUN 2016

SU4345 col. 1HA
Exclusive Furla “colour cube” workmanship is also
featured on the temple tips of these sunglasses.
The subtle satin-finished frame is both colourful
and lightweight; a style that has been rendered
particularly fun, not only by the colour, but also by
the rounded form of the front piece and the double
bridge.

SU4933 col. GB4
These sunglasses take their cue from the resounding
success of Furla’s “Metropolis” it-bag. Available in
4 variations, all with the exclusive print, this model
recalls the bold lines of the celebrated shoulder bags
and the playful and versatile style that made them
such a huge international success.

